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Abstract: Western Region is known for its hospitality and tourism destinations and the cosmopolitan nature of the city
has contributed to the increase in number of business institutions and hospitality industry is no exception. This study is
based on entrepreneur social network development to improve business performance of the small medium hospitality
industry. Social networking is a communicating strategy that allows SMEs to come together to reach out to customers as
well as other SMEs which are geographical located in other to improve business activities and increase profit. Generally
there are several benefits such as shared knowledge, opportunities, raising the hospitality’s profile, increased confidence
and connection associated with social networking. The study therefore recommend the use of social network by SMH
entrepreneurs in Western Region to promote their business and by this, they stand the better chance of business boom.
Keywords: Small Medium Hospitality Industry (SMHI), Small Medium Hospitality (SMH) Social Networking
INTRODUCTION
Favourable economic effects of industrial
clusters according to Newlands [1] have been observed
for nearly a century. According to Malmberg [2],
cluster is a geographical concentration of interrelated
firms and institutions, again cluster result in enhanced
returns and growth for firms in the cluster [3]. Although
hospitality industries have had long history of
successful destinations that offer natural features as well
as unique heritage in time past, there has been a
growing interest in studying the advantages of
hospitalities concentrating in a particular venue.
The concentration of industries, firms and
people in cities creates congestion and bids up the price
of one of it valuable assets called land, yet three
quarters of the world population lives in cities [4]. One
of the dominant of perspective on sources of the
competitive advantages of firms according to Knoben
[5] is resource based view of the firm. Although
entrepreneurs often consider individuals capabilities to
recognise and exploit opportunities for profitable
production of goods or services, [6] are of the view that
differences in the rates of entrepreneurship are the result
of differences in entrepreneurship opportunities and this
contributes to differences in start up rates. To Porter [7]
the concentration of firms of similar sectors might be
beneficial due to the presences of specialised labour
market and specialised suppliers which creates
opportunities for highly specialised new start-ups.

According to Puga [8], one may perceived
some advantages from having large local labour market,
but what is the channel through which they work. Social
networking refers to the platform for communication
usually used in the marketing world of business. Again
it can be referred to as group of individuals or firms that
choose to communicate with one another through a
preferred site the group has created for themselves [9].
Social Networking, according to [10, 11] involves
practice of increasing the number of one’s business by
means of social contacts and connections. Although a
lot of literatures have explained indicators that affect
SME, [12] elaborated that entrepreneurs as owners of a
firm has important role to play in regarding the
successful performance of the business. To [13], the act
of SME achievement is mostly influenced by certain
external factors that such as economic condition,
government policy, available funds and infrastructure
[14], that the business is affected by the persons locus
of control and likelihood of entrepreneur’s ability to
take risk. To [15] both locus of control and risk taking
has no significant influence to SMEs achievement in
business. This notwithstanding, [10, 15] are of the view
that SMEs networking enable them get access to
business achievements
Generally, social competence in terms of
business performance is the way of analysing the
capabilities of a group of entrepreneurs in building
social relationship through social interrelation.
According to [16], this analytical tool is used to
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establish social relationship with the entrepreneurs’
employee, entrepreneur social closeness with the
customer, entrepreneurs’ ability to establish relation
with funding organisations, entrepreneurs’ social
closeness with the authority such as government as well
as the entrepreneurs’ social relationship with other
professional bodies [17].
Networking on the other hand is business
relationship that is associated with more than one
network [18] and these are seen from three components
such as the performer, the activity, and the source in
each network [19]. Networking don’t just happen, it
requires systematic investment in time and efforts
towards the fostering of business relationships.
Social networking concept discusses the
relationship that connects people in their group or
communities in social structures [18, 19].
In effect, business network is about the firm,
department, individuals’, friends, colleagues, family,
and employees through which the social network is
established.
While social networking of SME in economic
development and growth is crucial in developed
countries, the developing countries are not exceptional.
SMEs performance is sometimes referred to
the activities involving how well or poor an SME is
performing in terms of financial and non-financial
activities [20]. Activities such as return on investment,
return on equity, return on capital, employee retention,
market share are all used to assess the SMEs
performance [21]. Some SMEs performance indicators
too according to [22, 23] are the measurement of sale,
customer relation, profit among others. These indictors
help the SME have a better customer loyalty, better
products quality, quality technology and a better
development of product comparatively.
Economic activities in both developed and
developing world don’t just happen in space [24],
therefore space and location which serve as centre for
economic activities, needs to be taken into
consideration because it facilitates economic
development and industrialization.
Another
important
factor
in
SMEs
performance is the human resource. This is the skills
and knowledge ability of the personnel working in the
firm. To [24, 25], the value of human resource ability to
perform a task is acquired through an individual
learning and experience and that its importance is nonnegotiable in SMEs.
Encouraging partnership of public and private
SMEs network is integral to economic development
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because SMEs by their nature are more flexible and
responsive [26], can pool resources together [27] as
well as share the cost of R&D, [28] training and
marketing [29]. SEMs everywhere are now seeking
local networks and support systems that can help break
through the challenges of globalisation. In other to
overcome business fold up, most SMEs are looking for
the opportunity to form alliance, franchise as well as
coming into joint ventures [28, 29].
Globally SMEs contribution to national growth
is very significant and research confirms that SMEs are
the engines of economic growth.
Ghana has been endowed with major natural
resources that have been exploited for many years for
economic growth and development [30]. Ghana’s
history of oil and gas exploration dates back to the 19 th
century and it has been one of Africa’s fastest growing
economies over the past decade and the recent
discoveries of oil make this goal seem even more
achievable [31], but if such growth rates are to be
maintained, Ghana will almost certainly need to
undergo major advance with regards to industrial
capabilities [30, 31]. In Ghana it is easy to find cities
and towns that have developed around mineral
extraction zones, and there seems to be a reciprocal
relationship between the developments of mines and
cities. The Western Region of Ghana has the largest
concentration of bauxite, manganese, iron ore,
diamonds [30, 32] and the region is also seen as the
source of oil extraction [30].
The availability of industries, transportation,
administration and tourism has imperted to the
positively development of towns and cities along the
coastal belt [33], and the discovery of oil has also
contributed significantly to the springing up of many
Small Medium Hospitality Industries (SMHI) along
Ghana’s Jubilee oil zone especially Western Region.
Despite the entrepreneurial activities along the
coastal oil zone, the closet settlement to the oil
discoveries is Effasu, about 60kn from the oil zone [30].
Efasu, a rural fishing community, has no basic
infrastructures for economic activity such as air port,
sea port, hospitality facilities, extensive roads necessary
to support the oil activities offshore [30, 34]. The
nearest city to the oil discovery zone is the SekondiTakoradi, about 188km from Effasu [35]. As it is
common to any fertile ground for economic boom, the
oil discovery and it drilling activities has brought
foreign investors of diverse business activities. These
investors, in turn seek hospitality services, thus
accommodation, food and beverage and other services
in hotels in the region. The hospitality industry in
Western Region is one of the fastest growing sectors of
the economy and has seen more hotels springing up in
the region. The SMHI is involve in business activities
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such as accommodation, food and beverage, leisure to
people away from home and provide friendly reception
and entertainment [36, 37].
Despite the SMHIs contribution to the nation’s
economy, they are not accorded the legitimate support
from concern quarters and these tend to hinder the
business ability to perform locally and globally.
Although a lot of SMHIs has sprung up due to the oil
discovery, the entrepreneurs lack capacity to identify
new markets, constraints on modernization and
expansion [37] inability to hire qualified skills,
bureaucratic delays [38] coupled with various rules
from government [39], has led to many SMHIs either
downsizing it employees or folding [38, 40] and some
eventually turning the hotel rooms into domestic rented
apartment.
Looking at SMHIs importance to economic
growth, the industry is expected to grow through

collaborative linkages with other similar ventures. The
benefits that SMEs experience from being located in
regions where many other firms are concentrated have
been said by many researchers as important regional
resources that supply enterprise [18], there is lack of
evidence regarding entrepreneurial social and business
network development to improve the SMHIs
performance in Western Region.
Owing to segmentation of the market, SMHIs
have increased and it therefore behoves on the
entrepreneurs to curve a niche that will attract
customers to the facilities daily. This calls for active
participation of the entrepreneurs in hospitality and it
related activities through social networking. On the
other hand the local workforce also can help by
engaging the services of SMEs that are into
transportation, suppliers of food and beverage,
telecommunication, tourism among others which in
effect will connect hospitality entrepreneurs together.

Fig-1: Entrepreneurial Social Network of SMHIs in Western Region
(Authors own concept design 2016)
From the diagram, one could deduce that no
business is an island, each firms business activity is
inter connected to each other due to the geographical
proximity and this lead to increase in performance.
Generally there are several benefits associated with
social networking, so if Small Medium Hospitality
(SMH) entrepreneurs in Western Region are able to
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promote their business through social networking they
stand the better chance of business boom.
Enumerated below are some of benefits of
social networking in promoting business as proposed by
[41-43].
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SMHIs social networking allows the business
to reach out to potential customers without spending
exorbitant amount of money on adverting and still stay
in touch with your current customers, promote the
business, connected to other business, gives you chance
to reach out to new customers, get introduction from
your existing contacts and opens door for expansion. In
summery the benefits are shared knowledge,
opportunities, raising the SMHIs profile, increased
confidences and connections. SMHIs services are
highly perishable and competitive in nature so
entrepreneurs should take advantage and interact with
local firms to improve business performance. Again the
study suggests that entrepreneurs of SMHIs should
cooperate with other SMEs that are geographically
concentrated within the region through social
networking to increase sales.
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